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Bradley County relay for life — May 19 at Cleveland HigH SCHool
The 25th annual Relay For Life
kicks off on Saturday, May 19,
beginning with registration at 9 a.m.
Registration will be open all day.
Cancer survivors should make
your way to the Survivors booth,
where you can pick up a T-shirt and
goodies.
Caregivers should make the way
to the Survivor/Caregiver booth for
goodies.
• At 9:30 a.m., the morning will
begin with a Morning Stretch with
Susan and the Cleveland Family
YMCA.
• The opening ceremony will
begin at 10 a.m. with recognition
laps. The Relay For Life will begin
honor those affected by cancer and
everyone who has contributed to the
success of this year’s Relay.
Survivors and Caregivers are the
heart and soul of the Relay For Life.
We honor their strength and
courage with every step they take. It
doesn’t matter if you were diagnosed 10 days ago or 10 years ago,
you can walk while everyone gathers
to cheer you on.
Following the Survivors Lap and
Caregivers Lap will be the Team Lap, which
will recognize those individuals and teams
who raised funds all season to make this
event a success.
• At 11:30 a.m., Janet Conley with the
Bradley County Sheriff’s Office will lead a
Zumba routine.
• At noon, Dexter Thomas Band will provide music. Individuals may bring chairs,
blankets and find a spot on the grass to listen and enjoy.

• At 1:15 p.m., the Minute To Win It
Games will begin.
This segment will feature a mix of Minute
to Win It Games. The Walker Valley High
School Cheerleaders will be featured.
• At 2 p.m., Studio 22 will provide Yoga
with Raj. This is suitable for all ages and
abilities. It consists of an easy stretch.
• At 3 p.m., the Movie Star Look Alike
contest will begin.
If you think you look like a movie star,
cartoon character or a famous musician or

know someone who looks just like a celebrity, you are invited to participate for a
chance to win a prize.
• At 3:30 p.m., The Cleveland Middle
School Drama Team will show off their talents with their annual theater performance.
• At 4 p.m., the Collins Brothers Band
will be performing. This beloved band has
been at the Bradley County Relay For Life
for y ears. They are back to celebrate 25
years of the Relay.
• At 5:30 P.M., the Dirt Road Liars will

be performing. This duo from
Lincoln County, Ala., “cannot
wait to share their talent with the
community.” Be sure to stick
around, they will have autographed photos, CDs and homemade bath bombs.
• At 6:30 p.m., registration
begins for the Lights in the Night
5K to honor someone who has
fought cancer. The race SWAG
will include a luminaria. You can
create your luminaria in honor of
or in memory of your cancer hero.
• At 6:30 p.m., Name that
Tune will be played. All ages are
invited to participate in this
event. The rules are simple, part
of a song is played and you have
to identify it.
• At 7 p.m., Bad Tattoo will be
performing. “They hate cancer
and are taking the stage against
this disease. Individuals are invited to continue making laps or
find a spot to listen to Bad
Tattoo.
• At 7 p.m., the Lights in the
Night 5K will begin. The race will
be along the Greenway and will end at
Cleveland High School in time for the
annual luminaria ceremony.
• At 8 p.m., the Luminary Ceremony will
begin. Each light represents a life — a life
taken by cancer, a survivor of cancer or a
support for a person still fighting this terrible disease. It is a powerful demonstration
to give people the opportunity to grieve as
well as give comfort and hope.
• At 9 p.m., the Relay will end with a
closing ceremony.
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Fundraising is Alex
Everley’s way of helping
fight against cancer

Proud to Support

By COLBY DENTON
Staff Writer

As Relay for Life approaches Cleveland
for another year, Alex Everley, Fund The
Cure lead, is working toward raising funds
from as many people and organizations as
possible to benefit cancer research and aid.
This will be the first year the 45-year-old
is working with Relay for Life, as he typically works as an account executive at Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee.
“My family has lived in Cleveland for
around seven years, and I was called by the
Relay team and asked if I’d be interested in
raising the funds for the event,” Everley
said. “I already knew a couple people who
might be able to help out from a corporate
standpoint right off the bat.”
Starting fundraising in August, he will
continue his work right up to the event
itself.
All proceeds of the relay benefit the
American Cancer Society, and with different relays occurring across the U.S., the
Bradley County relay is just one more step
in the right direction.
“Relay for Life is an annual event that
has been taking place in Cleveland for several years,” Everley said. “You get teams
together who want to raise money by soliciting donations from different people and
organizations through events or sales.”
A good example of one such organization
raising funds for Relay for Life is the
Realtor’s Association, which hosts the
annual Volley for a Cure event.
“The teams throughout the year try their
best to raise money, and the relay is where
people come together to celebrate the survivors and this battle that they’ve taken on,”
Everley said.
All teams involved set up booths selling
products like foods, shirts and other products to continue benefitting the American
Cancer Society during the Relay while one
or more of their team is out walking.
Everley stated that there is always someone
from a team out walking the relay, and the
teams rotate members often so as not to

Alex Everley
overwork any one particular member.
Aside from the teams’ booths, several live
bands will perform throughout the event
along with dance teams. Everley states that
the event is meant to give people the best
time possible while also raising as much
money as possible for the cause.
Some past sponsorships have been
Tennova Healthcare, Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Tennessee and Catholic Health
Initiatives, among numerous others.
Despite beginning the fundraising quarter at a setback after losing a sponsor,
Everley states that they have more than
made up for the loss and are expecting this
year to be one of the biggest yet.
“We’ve gotten a lot of support from local
banks and local insurance agencies,” he
said. “Everyone wants to give, but not
everyone can and we understand that.”
Cancer is a disease that affects 1 in 3 people, and Everley’s family is one of those
affected.
“I have a first cousin who was like a little
sister to me growing up, and she just lost
See EVERLEY, Page 6
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Schedule
9 a.m.
10 a.m.

11:30 a.m.
12 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

8 p.m.
9 p.m.

Registration
Relay kickoff:
Survivor Lap
Caregiver Lap
Team Lap
Zumba with Janet
Dexter Thomas Band
Minute to Win It Games
with WVHS
Yoga on the Green with
Studio 22 and Raj
Movie star/Character
Look-Alike contest
CMS Dance Team
Collins Brothers Band
The Dirt Road Liars
Lights the Night 5K
registration
Name that Showtune
Bad Tattoo Band
Lights in the Night 5K
start
Luminaria Ceremony
End of the Relay

www.clevelandbanner.com

EntErtainErs

Banner Archive Photo from 2015

The DexTer Thomas BanD will be performing at noon for the Relay For Life at
Cleveland High School’s statdium. The Dexter Thomas Band plays the best of the 1960s and
1970s rhythm and blues and rock n’ roll. The band has been performing high-energy shows
throughout the South in a wide variety of venues including headline performances before
tens of thousands. The band features a dynamic combination of male and female lead vocals,
allowing for maximum stylistic diversity.

PROUDLY SUPPORTING THE RELAY FOR LIFE
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one of The perennial favorite entertainment acts at the Relay
For Life is the Collins Brothers Band made up of Cory Collins and Joe
Collins. Their energetic blend of sibling harmony, showmanship and
stage appeal is a favorite all over the Southeast. They take the stage at
4 p.m.

The DirT roaD Liars is a contemporary country/pop band
from Alabama. They will take the stage at 5:30 p.m.

SKIN CANCER & COSMETIC
DERMATOLOGY CENTER

To all cancer survivors and loved ones,
We partner with Relay for Life
to remind you:

“There is Hope”
2253 Chambliss Ave. NW - Suite 300 • 423-472-3332
Bradley Professional Building • Cleveland, TN • Accepting New Patients and Most Insurances
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What is the

Relay For Life?

BAD TATTOO takes the stage at 7 p.m. The band offers a blend
of upbeat rhythms, vibrant bass grooves, blazing guitar licks and
amazing vocals by Bethany Grace.

EVERLEY
from page 3
her only daughter to lymphoma at 17
years old,” he added. “This is one of the
reasons I wanted to get involved, because
it was just constant prayer for her during
that time, and I had asked God to give
me a sign if there was any way I could
help.”
Two days after his request, Everley
received a call from Relay asking for his
involvement, which he took as his sign.
“Relay is going to be a fun event that
not only celebrates the living families,

but also honors those who have lost their
battle with cancer. We hope that everyone comes out and enjoys themselves
and that the weather cooperates!” he
said.
Any organization that is interested in
being a corporate sponsor should contact
Everley immediately, as the deadline is
fast approaching.
The 2018 Relay for Life occurs on May
19 at Cleveland High School’s track and
runs from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
For further information or to sponsor
the event, contact Everley at 423-8020390.

Experience
Trust Our

Michael L. Hoops, MD • 597 Church Street NE, Cleveland, Tennessee
For a consultation, please call (423) 472-1996

The Relay For Life, the signature
fundraiser for the American Cancer
Society, is an effort for individuals
and teams to take action against the
dreaded disease of cancer and provide hope for the future that a cure
may be found.
For 25 years, the Relay For Life
has been held in the Cleveland and
Bradley County community.
Thousands of individuals have been
touched as the Relay honors those
who are fighting cancer, those who
have survived and those who have
not. The Relay recognizes it is not
just the individual, but the whole
family — caregivers and community
— who suffer when cancer strikes.
During the day at the Relay for
Life there will be food, games and

activities for the whole family, as
well as top musical entertainment.
The day for the Relay For Life
starts with the Survivors Lap, which
offers survivors and people suffering
from cancer the chance to be supported with a cheer. It is followed by
the Caregivers Lap, which recognizes those who provide support for
their loved ones during cancer treatment.
After the recognition of the
Survivors and Caregivers, the Team
Lap is held to begin the celebration.
American Cancer Society statistics
predicts in 2018, 1,735,350 new
cases of cancer and 609,640 cancer
deaths. That is approximately 4,750
cases diagnosed every day and 1,670
deaths daily.

We Proudly Support The Relay For Life and
All Cancer Survivors and Their Families.

Serving Cleveland & Bradley County
for over 45 Years in the Areas of
Residential & Commercial Sales and
Residential & Commercial Leasing.
Let us help you with
ALL THINGS REAL ESTATE!
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Chrissy Seals: ‘We fight back by raising money’
By AUTUMN HUGHES
Staff Writer

Chrissy Seals loves to talk about her job
with the American Cancer Society. After all,
working with communities to pull together
in the fight against cancer is worthwhile
and exciting (not to mention fun!).
In July, Seals will mark three years as an
ACS staffer. She was recently promoted to
position of senior community development
manager; she had been a community development manager. She said the American
Cancer Society is the largest funding source
for cancer research other then the U.S. government.
“This is actually our 25th anniversary so
we’re very excited,” Seals said of the
Bradley County Relay For Life, which will
be held on Saturday, May 19, at Cleveland
High School. The free event will take place
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. with events planned
throughout the day.
“We are adding a new element to our
Relay this year, “ Seals said. The Lights In
The Night 5K is a separate event but will be
held as part of the Relay.
“We have registration all day and the race
will start that evening at 7.”
The 5K will take place on the ClevelandBradley County Greenway. Registration
includes a luminaria bag that can be used
to honor someone with cancer or a caregiver. Registration is $20 and can be accessed
through the link at
www.relayforlife.org/bradleytn
Luminaria bags are $10 and can be purchased at the Relay. Cancer survivors can
register at the Relay. The event kicks off
with the Survivors Lap and Caregivers Lap
at 10 a.m.

Seals said for a while the Relay was held
on the second Saturday in April, but “this
year we changed it because of other big
events in the community happening the
same day.”
Seals became involved with the American
Cancer Society as a student volunteer.
“I was actually a volunteer for eight
years before I took a job here,” she said.
Back home in Statesville, N.C., Seals
served alongside her mother as co-captain
of a small Relay team for several years.
When her great-grandmother, whom she
called Nanny, was diagnosed with cancer
the team then rededicated its focus.
“We got pretty serious about it,” Seals
said, adding the team began growing its
participation to help raise money, but also
awareness and education about cancer.
Their small group grew with friends and
family “who knew Nanny” joining in – the
team grew from “four members to 20 in
one season,” Seals said. At the last Relay
Nanny attended, she rode in a wheelchair
on the Survivors Lap until it was time to
cross the finish line, then she stood and
walked across to loud cheers. Seals’ Nanny
passed away in 2012.
Seals began her studies at Lee University
in 2012 and graduated in 2015 with a bachelor of science degree in public relations
and a minor in Bible theology. She began
working with the American Cancer Society
the summer after her graduation.
“I now have five Relays,” Seals said. In
addition to Bradley County, she works with
Hamilton, Coffee and Marion counties and
Sewanee, which means she stays busy. “I
love it so much and I wouldn’t have it any

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY senior
community development manager
Chrissy Seals
shows off Relay
For Life T-shirts.

Proud to
Support

See SEALS, Page 13

Chattanooga
Allergy Clinic
Advanced Allergy Care
For Your Family
Chattanooga • Hixson • Cleveland • Fort Oglethorpe

423-899-0431
Certified by the American Boards of Allergy and Immunology, Pediatrics and Internal Medicine.

Cash Advances
Bill Pay
Title Loans
Western Union®
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Spreading

HOPE
Barbara Mullins: ‘My mission’ is to alleviate fear, give hope
By BRIAN GRAVES
Staff Writer

“Courageous.”
That is a word which not only applies to
those who find themselves face to face with
cancer, but also to those who come face to
face with those fighting the good fight
against the disease.
It’s emotional. It’s personal.
For Barbara Mullins, it’s a mission.
Mullins has worked with Dr. Sylvia
Krueger – one of the area’s most prominent
oncologists now with Tennessee Oncology –
for 17 years, and she has been working with
the American Cancer Society’s Relay For
Life for just as long.
She calls Relay For Life “a community
event” which does benefit the works of the
American Cancer Society.
“To me, it’s a family homecoming and
reunion,” Mullins said. “These patients are
sent to us at what can be the lowest and
scariest part of their lives. As an oncology
nurse, you take them in as family and you
tell them, ‘We are going to get through this
together.’”
She tells patients to be sure and call
when they have problems.
“We don’t have ESP,” she said adding
with a grin, “but we do have ESPN.”
“We try to make as much of this horrify-

ing experience as pleasant as possible,”
Mullins said.
“The Relay is also a time for celebration
for those that are surviving cancer –
whether it’s their first day of diagnosis or
they no longer have it,” she said. “I tell
them they are survivors of cancer, and
some will say it’s only for certain types of
cancer. I tell them, ‘We don’t discriminate
against cancers. It’s for all cancers, and
cancer is not a discriminating disease. It
affects all races, rich or poor, male or
female, young or old.’”
Mullins said it is also a solemn time to
“remember those that have lost their battle.”
“My mission as an oncology nurse is to
alleviate their fears when they come to us
and help restore some joy and happiness in
their lives to enjoy each day that they have,
because none of us are promised tomorrow,” she said. “And, we also want to give
them hope.”
Mullins said it was God that led her into
the oncology field of medicine.
“If you had told me 25 years ago when I
was in nursing school I was going to be an
oncology nurse, I would have said you were
crazy,” she said.
Mullins said her grandfather lost his battle with lung cancer when she was 10 years
old.

Banner photo, BRIAN GRAVES

BarBara Mullins, oncologist nurse at Tennessee Oncology, stands in
front of a collection of Relay For Life logos the team has used over the years.

“I took care of his surgical wound, but I
thought my calling was with cardiac care,”
she said. “In some ways I actually do work
with patients’ hearts, it’s just in a different
manner. So, he opened doors for me that
led me here.”
“This is where I am supposed to be,” she
added. “It’s a calling. It’s a mission.”
Mullins said one of the life lessons she
has learned working with cancer patients is
to “not take the time we have on Earth for
granted, and to enjoy each day.”
She quickly adds cancer is not an automatic death sentence.
“Through research, in large part done
with the donations to the American Cancer

Society, we have come so far with treatment,” Mullins said. “Before, there was a
kind of ‘shotgun approach.’ Now, we are
very targeted on the type of cancer. There
are different proteins we can attack. We
even have chemotherapy that enables your
immune system to fight the cancer. It has
come a long way.”
This year’s Relay For Life theme is
“Lights, Camera, Cure,” encouraging team
themes based on movie titles.
“Courageous” was a movie about four
men facing the challenges of fatherhood.
It will be the theme of the Tennessee
Oncology team at this year’s Relay For Life, at
Cleveland High School on Saturday, May 19.

PROUDLY
SUPPORTING
All Cancer Survivors
and Their Families
2900 Westside Drive, NW
Cleveland, TN 37312 • 423-614-5424
www.MorningsideOfCleveland.com
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Brian Moran:

Local relay for Life celebrating 25th year
By LARRY C. BOWERS
Staff writer

Brian Moran and the rest of the
Leadership Team are anticipating a special
milestone celebration for this year’s 25th
annual Relay for Life.
The all-day event to support the Cancer
Society is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m
Saturday, May 19, in Benny Monroe
Stadium, on the campus of Cleveland High
School.
The celebration is returning to the high
school complex, following previous celebrations elsewhere. It was held last year
around the Courthouse Square in downtown Cleveland. Last year was also Moran’s
first year as a volunteer, assisting with
event planning.
This year the Cleveland employee is in
charge of communications and publicity as
a member of the Leadership Team.

Relay has also taken on a different perspective for the young community leader as
his father, also named Brian, was recently
diagnosed with oral cancer and is undergoing treatment.
He said he had not been that directly
involved with the dreaded disease, before
his father’s diagnosis.
“I have had friends and their family
members with the disease, but it had not
impacted me directly ... until now,” Moran
said.
He emphasized that he is one of nine
members of the Leadership Team, which
has been extremely busy finalizing plans
for this year’s 25th Relay for Life.
Other team members include Brendan
Foley, the events leader; Dina Dell, in
charge of coordinating the activities;
Shawn Loudermilk over promotions; Alex
Everley over corporate sponsors; and Laura
Burnett, who is in charge of finances. They

are joined by Chrissy Seals of the American
Caner Society, Alan McClung and Kendra
Gray.
“We really want it to be a very, very special Relay for Life this year,” emphasized
Moran in a recent interview. “A number of
activities and program segments are
planned with a wide assortment of entertainment, games and even some competition.
Moran said Leadership Team members
have been handing out “Tickets” at a number of community events around
Cleveland. The tickets are not required to
attend Relay for Life, they are mainly a
promotional ducat, which lists the time
schedule of events and what will be going
on on the Cleveland High campus.
The festivities will begin at 9 a.m. with
registration, a warm-up event with Susan
See MORAN, Page 13
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Brian Moran

CLEVELAND CITY MAYOR
Paid for by Elect Brooks Mayor, Kim Brooks Treasurer
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Steve BurgeSS:

Don’t give
up hope
By CHrIStY ArMStrONg
Staff Writer

Events such as Relay For Life bring with
them poignant reminders that cancer has
affected many of this community.
This includes Steve Burgess, an area
business owner who survived a cancer diagnosis 12 years ago. Now clear of the lifethreatening disease, he is urging those who
are currently dealing with cancer not to
give up hope.
“The big thing I want people to know is
there is a light at the end of the tunnel,”
Burgess said.
At the age of 55, Burgess found himself
feeling generally unwell, and dealing with
symptoms such as chills. After consulting
with his physician, Dr. Susan Fisher, he
underwent several tests to help determine
the cause of his illness.
These tests included a colonoscopy during which a cancerous tumor “the size of a
grapefruit” was found. Though shocked by
this finding and his subsequent colon cancer diagnosis, Burgess immediately began
seeking treatment.
“I immediately wanted to get with somebody and get this taken care of,” said
Burgess.

Banner photo, CHRISTY ARMSTRONG

CANCER SURVIVOR Steve Burgess checks on some herbs outside Burgess Feed and Hardware. The Benton business owner credits support from his local community with helping him get through colon cancer.
He ended up having a bowel resection
surgery to remove the tumor. In the
process, surgeons had to remove about 10
inches of his colon.
He later consulted with oncologist Dr.
Sylvia Krueger, who set him up with a
chemotherapy treatment plan. All told, he
had these treatments for about a year,
enduring “probably every side effect you

could get.”
“I did not enjoy that at all,” Burgess said.
“I always say that I wouldn’t wish that on
my worst enemy.”
He and his wife, Dana, own Burgess Feed
and Hardware in Benton. They’ve owned
the store for 28 years, having taken over
the family business which is getting ready
to celebrate its 50th anniversary.

Burgess had been used to playing a
hands-on role in his business, making sure
everything was going well both in the store
and the business office. However, the cancer required that he step away for awhile.
“Luckily,” he said, his daughter Stephanie
Everett was able to step in and begin manSee BURGESS, Page 14
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7 cancer
symptoms
men ignore
Experts say that men are 26 percent less
likely than women to have visited a doctor
within the past year and 35 percent more
likely to pass away from cancer than
women.
Listening and paying attention to your
body for symptoms is just as important as
going to the doctor for normal checkups.
Dr. Muhammad Mirza, a certified general
practitioner, men's health expert and
founder of ErectileDoctor.com, states that
these symptoms are what potentially bring
the patient to the doctor’s office or at least
motivates the patient to do research on
their own to ultimately discover that they
indeed have a health issue that needs
addressing.
Here is a list of seven cancer symptoms
ignore that can potential save their lives:

Now iN its 25th year, the Bradley County Relay For Life begins each year with the Survivors Lap. Those who
have fought back and survived the cancer are honored. The Relay For Life begins Saturday, May 19, at 9 a.m. with registration and then kicks off at 10 a.m. with the Survivors Lap, followed by the Caregivers Lap and the team lap.

The symptoms
1. Frequent and painful urination —
Painful and frequent urination and/or
incomplete emptying of the bladder are
symptoms that could indicate prostate cancer.
2. Testicle size — Any notable change in
testicle size, either bigger or smaller could
be a symptom of testicular cancer.
3. Changes in skin pigmentation —
Discoloring of the skin and/or noticeable
spots on the skin could be symptoms of skin
cancer.
4. Abdominal pain paired with depression — These symptoms together have been

found in men who were diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer.
5. Persistent cough or a cough that brings
up blood — Aggressive and consistent
coughing that bring up blood are symptoms
of lung cancer, although lung cancer often
doesn’t produce symptoms until its later
stages.
6. Blood in the stool, nausea, indigestion,
and abdominal pain — Any of these could
be symptoms of colon and/or stomach cancer.
7. Blood in the urine — This could be a
symptom of bladder cancer. (ACS)

Cancer
Survivors

Are Our

Stars!
LCCA.com

111305

Life Care Centers of America
celebrates cancer survivors every day.
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These photos from the Archives are from previous Relay For Life events.

We Proudly Support
The Relay For Life
Dennis Anderson
476-1300
4160 N. Ocoee St.
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SEALS
From Page 7
other way.”
In planning for the Bradley County Relay
For Life, Seals said “it seems like the entire
community is so excited.” She has seen
many former Relay teams returning for this
year’s 25th anniversary event.
“We’ve got people coming out of the
woodwork,” she said.
The Relay For Life is a family-friendly
event for the entire community. This year’s
theme is “Lights, Camera, Cure.”
“Twenty-five years is the silver anniversary, so we’re basing our theme on the silver screen,” Seals said. “Our motto for years
was ‘Celebrate, Remember, Fight Back.’”
While this is a celebration year marking
25 years of the Bradley County Relay For
Life, organizers are also being respectful to
those who are not here to celebrate by
remembering them throughout the event
and culminating in the Luminaria
Ceremony.
“Then we fight back by raising money,”
Seals said.
Seals said there are teams that do the
same fundraiser every year “because it
works,” but there are also new efforts. New
this year is Crown Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Ram of Cleveland bringing out its purple
Jeep to the Relay.
“We’re going to have a ‘Hands on the
Jeep’ contest,” Seals said, adding you can
learn more about the contest at the Relay.
Seals said many teams organize fundraisers year-round, like the team that did an
Easter basket giveaway with a towering
basket full of goodies for the lucky winner.
Another team organized a Reindeer Run 5K
in the winter.
Seals said she is constantly impressed
with how hard the Relay teams work.
“They’re relentless,” she said. “They want to
find a cure. They’re willing to do whatever

MORAN
from page 9

CHRISSY SEALS is shown with
her late great-grandmother, who
everyone called "Nanny."
it takes.
“I am so blessed to work with the volunteers I work with,” Seals added.
While Seals is at the center of planning
for the Relay, she said Bradley County’s
event leadership team does an amazing job.
She added Brendan Foley of Eaton
Corporation is the team leader.
“He has such great vision … and that’s
why we have such a diverse Relay,” Seals
said, noting that all the team members
work hard to make the event a success.
“You might as well come and have the
time of your life at the Relay For Life
event,” Seals said. “We’re expecting an
incredible turnout this season.”
Seals added it is not too late to form a
Relay team, because “our Relay season goes
throughout the entire year.” Aug. 31 marks
the end of the 2018 fundraising season and
Sept. 1 is the first day of the 2019 season,
she said.
Online: www.relayforlife.org/bradleytn

Dr. Jeffrey A Carson
Proudly Supporting Relay for Life 2018
Providing preventative and restorative dentistry
in Cleveland since 1995. Call 479-5966.

Stone of the Cleveland Family YMCA, and
preparations for the popular Suvivors’
Lap.
The opening ceremony is scheduled to
get underway at 10 a.m., and retiring
Cleveland Mayor Rowland will participate
in this portion of the program.
Foley will welcome those in attendance,
and Madi Hicks will sing the National
Anthem. The Bradley Central High School
Junior ROTC will present the colors, and
Everly will give the invocation.
Cancer survivors will kick off the Relay,
assisted by cheerleaders from Walker
Valley High School and Tennessee
Christian Preparatory School.
Scheduled next is the Caregivers Lap,
the Sponsors Lap, and Team laps, as well
as team photos.
There will be mission moments
throughout the day with information
about Relay for Life and the American
Cancer Society. There will be entertainment all day long, including Zumba with
Janet Conley, Dexter Thomas, Studio 22
with Raj Yoga, performances by the

U N B E L I E VA B LY

GOOD
BANKING

423.473.7980
SouthernHeritageBank.com
Southern Heritage Bank is a division of
FIRST CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

2175 Chambliss Ave., Suite C

479-5966

Cleveland Middle School Drama Team
and Dance Team, The Collins Brothers,
Dirt Road Band and Bad Tattoo.
There will be several games, including
“Name That Tune.”
For the first time this year, Relay for
Life will include a Light the Night 5K race.
Entry fee is $20, with all proceeds going
to the Relay. The race is expected to begin
around 7 p.m., following registration, with
the winners announced later in the
evening. The course will start in Tinsley
Park and follow a route that will conclude
on the high school campus.
Another competitive event, according to
Moran, will be the Movie Star Look-Alike
Contest.
The festivities will be winding down in
late evening. At 8:15 p.m., they will introduce the Luminary Ceremony, followed by
bagpipes and the Luminary Lap. The long
day will conclude with closing comments
around 9 p.m.
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U.S. panel leaves prostate
screening up to men, doctors
CHICAGO (AP) — Whether to get
screened for prostate cancer is a question
that men aged 55 to 69 should decide
themselves in consultation with their
doctors, according to finalized guidance
issued Tuesday by an influential panel of
health care experts.
New evidence suggests that PSA blood
tests can slightly reduce the chances of
dying from the disease for some men, so
those decisions may be a little easier.
Though screening can sometimes lead to
drastic, needless treatment, the panel
says that can sometimes be avoided with
close monitoring when cancer is detected.
The government-appointed U.S.
Preventive Services Task Force had earlier opposed routine screening. Its new
guidance, echoing other groups’ advice
and affirming its draft recommendations
issued last year, was published Tuesday
in the Journal of the American Medical
Association.
The guidance says it’s important to
weigh the potential benefits and harms of
screening. The test looks for elevated levels of a protein in the blood that may signal cancer but can also be caused by less
serious prostate problems.
A key question is whether the patient
has a higher-than-average risk for developing prostate cancer, says Dr. Michael
Munger, president of the American
Academy of Family Physicians. These
men include African-Americans and
those with a family history of prostate
cancer, especially if a father or brother

developed the disease before age 70.
These men would be the best candidates
for screening.
Other important questions that should
be part of the doctor-patient conversation:
—The risks of screening: Elevated PSA
levels don’t always signal cancer but they
require a biopsy to be sure, which carries
the risk of infection. If cancer is detected,
patients must weigh risks of treatment,
which may include radiation and surgery,
sometimes resulting in incontinence and
impotence.
—Whether to choose treatment if cancer is detected. The panel said there’s
evidence that “active surveillance,” which
involves repeated PSA testing and close
monitoring, can help men diagnosed with
cancer avoid harsh treatment or at least
delay it.
—The risks of not screening, including
a small chance of developing prostate
cancer that could grow so slowly, patients
would likely die of something else.
—Age: The panel says men aged 70 and
up should not be screened. For these
patients, risks of screening outweigh benefits because even if prostate cancer is
found, they’re more likely to die from
other causes. The guidance doesn’t apply
to men younger than 55 because they are
considered low risk.
“It’s an awful lot to think about,” said
Munger, adding that he has these complicated conversations with patients every
day. “It really depends on what their feelings are and what their values are.”

BURGESS
from page 10
aging the store, allowing him and his wife
to focus more on his recovery.
Still, he enjoyed abundant support from
the community as he battled cancer.
Burgess, a Christian, said a few customers
actually prayed over him right there in the
store. He added that it seemed like all the
local churches had him on their prayer
lists.
Community support means a lot to
those fighting cancer, Burgess explained.
He added that his favorite conversations
were the ones in which he could share his
concerns without having others try to
one-up him by exaggerating their own trials.
Burgess credits both his faith and community support with helping him get
through his long year of treatments.
While battling cancer can be a dark
time full of uncertainty and fear, Burgess
urged those going through it to actively
seek out good support systems.
He also noted that he and his wife tried
to keep their lives “as normal as possible,”
and they even went on vacations to places

Steve Burgess
like North Carolina and Mexico.
“I tried to keep a very positive outlook
through all of it,” Burgess said. “Attitude
means a lot in your well-being. You have
to think that you can beat it.”

We Proudly Support
The American Cancer
Society’s Relay for Life.
NOW OFFERING CA125

CANCER PROFILE

50

$

Physician Services Drug and Alcohol Testing, LLC wants to do our part to keep our kids safe and free
from drugs and alcohol. As the communities primary source for drug and alcohol testing as well as
offering DNA and “Any Labs” testing, we are offering for a limited time to any parent the following:

A 6-Panel AT HOME Drug Screen
We call it the Accountability Test.
It gives parents the ability to test for
Marijuana, Cocaine, Amphetamines, Meth, Opiates
and Benzodiazapines anytime in the privacy of your home!
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Physician Services Drug & Alcohol Testing, Inc.
Come by our offices at 2650 Executive Park, Suite 5 in Cleveland
(3rd building on the right - behind the Mountain View Inn, formerly the Holiday Inn)
Phone 423-479-9679 Open 9a5p Monday through Friday
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American Cancer Society
devoted to helping
make more birthdays
(ACS) — As the official sponsor of birthdays, the American Cancer Society knows
how important each and every birthday can
be. They are leading the way to transform
cancer from deadly to treatable, and from
treatable to preventable.
The progress the ACS
has helped make in the
past 100 years is
remarkable.
“We believe we’ve
done more than any
other cancer-fighting
organization on the
planet. On May 22,
2018, ACS will celebrate its 105th birthday
— 105 years of saving lives and creating more
birthdays. We believe this milestone is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to celebrate
our lifesaving progress, raise additional
funds to finish the fight, and let everyone
know that cancer’s time is up,” a representative said.
More than a 100 years ago, the word “cancer” was not spoken. Almost all patients were
lost to the disease.
It is now known that cancer thrives on
silence and complacency. Progress comes
when we speak out, when we make noise.
Today is a time to get loud by taking more
action. It’s a time to embark on our most
ambitious crusade yet. The American Cancer
Society is determined to make this cancer’s

last century.
Since the American Cancer Society was
instituted, we have found that cancer hates
noise, commotion and action.
Progress comes when we speak out —
when we proclaim victories and take action.
So we want to be
loud. We want to break
through the clutter. We
need to link together to
finish the fight. Only
action will.
After more than a
100 years of saving lives
and creating more
birthdays, the ACS has
led the way in the fight
against cancer.
• Today, 2 out of 3 people diagnosed with
cancer in the U.S. are surviving (for at least
five years). In fact, every day more than 400
people celebrate birthdays that would have
otherwise been lost to the disease. We’ve
contributed to a 26 percent decline in cancer
death rates in the U.S. since the early 1990s.
That means we’ve helped save nearly 2.3 million lives during that time.
It is estimated 1.7 million new cancer cases
— 856,370 in men and 878,980 in women —
will be diagnosed in 2018. Some 36,760 of
those new cases of cancer will be diagnosed
in Tennessee with 14, 900 people in the state
succumbing to the disease.
Lung cancer is the leading cause of death

Bobby and Angie Ledford, Owners
(423) 472-9978 • Fax (423) 339-5884
2091 Waterlevel Hwy. SE • Cleveland • cccbody@aol.com

by both men and women. The other common
cancer types are colorectal, breast and
prostate.
• ACS has played a role in nearly every
cancer research breakthrough in recent history.
• Each year, we help cancer patients everywhere get the help they need when they need
it. For example, last year alone we assisted
nearly 1 million people who called us for
help, providing free services like a place to
stay while traveling for treatment, rides to
treatment, emotional support, and much
more.
• Our work has helped lead to a 50 percent
drop in smoking since the 1960s, which has
contributed to an overall drop
STAYING Well
• The key to celebrating more birthdays is
to stay well.
• We save lives by helping people everywhere take steps to prevent cancer or find it
early, when it’s most treatable.
• Whether it’s helping you quit smoking,
providing information on what cancer
screening tests are right for you, or through
simple tips to live a healthier lifestyle, we are
working to finish the fight by turning what
we know about cancer

GeTTING Well
• Whether the middle of the night, we’re in
your corner around the clock to guide you
through every step of your cancer experience.
• The American Cancer Society helps people get well by providing reliable information
to help make decisions, or free services like
transportation to and from cancer treatment
or a free place to stay while receiving treatment away from home.
FINDING CureS
• We have a long history of saving lives by
helping find cancer’s causes and cures.
• Whether it’s discovering medications
that help people live longer and better
than ever after a cancer experience, or
pioneering and promoting the most promising cancer prevention or screening tests,
we’ve been involved in nearly every major
cancer research breakthrough in recent
history.
• As the largest private, nonprofit funder of cancer research in the U.S., we
support the best ideas of the brightest
cancer researchers, who with each discovery are getting us closer to a world with
more birthdays. Funding lifesaving
research is one of the ways we’ll help finish the fight.

GAYLA HARRIS MILLER
Circuit Court
Clerk & Cancer
Survivor
This disease has touched my family in a close and personal way, as my
Mother, Carlean Harris, succumbed to Pancreatic cancer. I myself have
faced my own personal challenge, as I was diagnosed with 3rd stage
melanoma skin cancer. With the loving support of
my family, God’s help, many prayers and today’s
medical knowledge, I have been cancer free for
twenty-one years.
When you are faced with this challenge yourself, it
is a comfort knowing the success stories of other
cancer survivors. Relay for Life is an out pouring of
love, compassion and support to continue cancer
research with the ultimate goal to end this dreaded
decease. As a survivor, I thank you. Please
continue your support for Relay for Life.

Thank You, Gayla Harris Miller
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The Relay FoR liFe team leaders met recently at Cleveland High School to fine-tune the plans
for this year’s event May 19. The other photos on the page are from past Relay For Life events.
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Protecting yourself from cervical cancer
Kimball. “Regular visits to the gynecologist for appropriate screenings are vital to
prevention.”
Kimball explains that HPV screenings
According to the American Cancer
are suggested based on a woman’s age.
Society, cervical cancer was, at one time,
“Women younger than 21 years of age
the most common cause of cancer death
do not need to be given regular Pap tests,
for women. However, due to use of the
but should begin the traditional Pap test
Pap test, a screening procedure that can
at the age of 21,” said Kimball. “Women
detect changes in the cervix before cancer
should then continue to get tested every
develops, the cervical cancer death rate
three years up to age 29.”
has dropped significantly over the past 80
Kimball says women between the ages
years.
of 30 and 65 should be given a Pap smear
While early cancer detection through
and HPV tests every three to
the Pap test has caused
five years, and then stop after
incredible strides in women’s
the age 65 if the patient has
health, it is predicted that
no history of abnormal testing
more than 13,000 new cases
in the last 20 years.
of cervical cancer will be diag“Additionally, vaccines for
nosed in 2018.
HPV, that have been shown to
“Of the new cases of cervical
prevent long term HPV and
cancer that will be diagnosed
thereby prevent HPV related
this year, it is predicted that
cancers from developing, can
more than 4,000 women will
be administered beginning at
die from the disease,” said Dr.
age nine, but are recommendKristopher Kimball, a gynecoed to be administered starting
logic oncologist with The
at the age of 11 or 12,” said
Kimball
University of Tennessee
Kimball.
Medical Center (UTMC).
Kimball explains that in the
“Therefore, it is important to
United States, HPV vaccination rates
be aware of the signs and symptoms, as
remain woefully low considering the vacwell as the ways that cervical cancer can
cine protects against cervical cancer, head
be prevented entirely.”
and neck cancers, penile cancer, anal canAccording to Kimball, while several fac- cer, and genital warts.
tors including smoking and lack of cervi“Women are at a higher risk for cervical
cal cancer screening can increase a
cancer if they smoke, are unvaccinated,
woman’s chances of being diagnosed with
are HIV positive or are otherwise
the disease, infection by the human papil- immunocompromised, have neglected to
lomavirus (HPV) is the most important
get their regular Pap test or fail to expedirisk factor for cervical cancer.
ently follow up on an abnormal test,” said
“If HPV causes cervical cellular changes Kimball.
and remain untreated, these cells can
“Ultimately, the most important thing a
develop into cervical cancer,” said

By The University of Tennessee
Medical Center News Service

CONLEY ELECTRIC INC.
654 S. Ocoee St.

472-7712
“When Quality & Craftsmanship are Important”

woman can do to prevent cervical cancer
is by having an annual exam and periodic
Pap test,” said Kimball. “Parents should
have their children vaccinated. Insurance
will cover the vaccine up to age 26, but it
works best if they are vaccinated before
age 15.”
Additionally, for reliable information on
taking care of your health or a loved one’s
health, contact UTMC’s Health

Information Center at 865.305.9525 or
online at www.utmedicalcenter.org/hic.
Staffed by medical librarians and certified
health information specialists, the Health
Information Center offers an extensive
health library, digital and printed
resources, walk-in assistance, and help
with the research on specific health conditions – all free of charge and available to
the public.
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Early detection critical in fight against breast cancer
Special to the Banner
Breast cancer is one of the leading causes
of cancer death in women in the United
States.
With nearly 4,700 new cases of breast
cancer diagnosed in Tennessee every year,
the Tennessee Department of Health
encourages residents to talk with a health
care provider on when to schedule their
annual mammograms.
Mammography screening should begin
no later than age 50.
One in eight women with average risk
factors will develop breast cancer. The risk
of cancer increases with age. With early
detection through screening mammography
at recommended intervals, treatment is
more effective and the chances of survival
are greatest.
“Early detection and regular screenings
are critical to fighting breast cancer, the
most common cancer diagnosis in women,”
said TDH Assistant Commissioner for
Family Health and Wellness Dr. Morgan
McDonald. “It’s important for women to
discuss their wishes, risk factors and expectations with their individual health care
providers, especially if a family member has
had a breast cancer diagnosis, to decide the

What is cancer?
According to the American Cancer
Society, cancer is a disease characterized by
the uncontrolled growth and spread of
abnormal cells. If the disease spreads, it
can result in death.
The reasons why the disease develops for

screening timing and interval that’s right
for them.”
Breast cancer can have no symptoms or
symptoms may include:
•A change in the size or shape of the
breast;
•Pain in any area of the breast;
•Nipple discharge other than breast milk
(including blood); and
•New lump in the breast or underarm.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, more than
200,000 women in the United States are
diagnosed every year and 40,000 die from
breast cancer. While much less common,
men account for less than one percent of
cases.
Risk factors include:
•Family history of breast cancer;
•Being overweight, especially after
menopause;
•50 years of age or older;
•Previous personal history of cancer
(especially breast or ovarian); and
•Using hormone replacement therapy for
an extended period of time.
In addition to recommended screenings,
women can also take action to reduce their
risk of breast cancer in the following ways:

•Make a habit of regular exercise;
•Maintain a healthy diet rich in vegetable;
•Don’t smoke;
•Don’t consume excessive alcohol; and
•Breastfeed.
The Tennessee Breast and Cervical
Cancer Screening Program provides screening and diagnostic testing to qualified uninsured and underinsured Tennesseans.

TBCSP provides services including mammograms for nearly 8,000 women across
the state every year.
The mission of the Tennessee
Department of Health is to protect, promote and improve the health and prosperity of people in Tennessee. TDH has facilities in all 95 counties and provides direct
services for more than one in five
Tennesseans.
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many cancers is unknown; however, there
are many known cancer causes, including
ncluding lifestyle factors, such as tobacco
use and excess body weight, and non-modifiable factors, such as inherited genetic
mutations, hormones, and immune conditions.
These risk factors may act simultaneously
or in sequence to initiate and/or promote
cancer growth.
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Luminaria honors, remembers
During the Relay for Life of Bradley County, the
American Cancer Society will hold a luminaria ceremony to honor, remember and celebrate the lives that
have been touched by cancer.
A special luminaria service is planned for 8 p.m. for
the end of the Relay.
Each luminaria is decorated with the name, photo or
message in memory or to honor a friend or loved one
who has been affected by cancer. The luminaria ceremony provides an opportunity to reminisce and celebrate not only the lives of these extraordinary individuals, but also their strength and courage.
This touching ceremony highlights the importance of
defeating this disease and striving toward a world with
less cancer and more birthdays.
“Each luminaria represents the life of someone who
has battled cancer. It is a beautiful sight when all the

bags with candles are illuminated,” said a volunteer
luminaria representative.
“The luminaria ceremony is a moving way to remember loved ones lost to cancer and to pay tribute to cancer survivors.”
Since its beginning in 1985, Relay For Life has developed from one man running around a track for 24
hours to a full-fledged international event taking place
in more than 5,000 communities and 20 countries
across the globe with nearly 4 million walkers in the
United States alone.
Teams raise money before the event and during the
event at their personal booths.
All the funds raised from Relay For Life support the
American Cancer Society’s mission to help people stay
well, by helping them get well, by finding cures and
fighting back.

